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Abstract—Future generation of Wireless Communications en-
compasses massive connectivity of energy-starved and heavy-data
driven billions of Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices. In this vein,
Reconfigurable Intelligent Surface (RIS) holds great promise
while providing improved performance and efficiency in terms
of energy, cost and spectrum. Simultaneous Wireless Information
and Power Transmission (SWIPT) in conjunction with RIS makes
a great partnership to suffice the IoT demands. This paper
examines a SWIPT-IoT system that utilize power-splitting (PS)
and non-linear energy harvesting (EH) techniques. The IoT node
receives both energy and information from the base station via
an RIS. We present a combined problem that aims to optimize
the individual objectives of rate, EH, and transmit power, while
taking into account various sets of quality-of-service (QoS)-based
constraints. We introduce a set of iterative optimization algorithm
that utilize a divide-and-conquer approach to effectively solve the
aforementioned problems. Based on our computational results,
we confer that in order to reap the benefits of PS-based SWIPT-
IoTs, it is imperative to increase the size of RIS and position
them in optimal proximity to both the base station and the user.

Index Terms—Reconfigurable Intelligent Surfaces (RIS), Si-
multaneous Wireless Information and Power Transmission
(SWIPT), Energy-harvesting (EH), Internet-of-Things (IoT),
Power-splitting (PS)

I. INTRODUCTION

The emergence of sixth generation (6G) Wireless Commu-
nications has paved the way for a greater commercialization
of Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices. IoTs have vast application
in medical, manufacturing, smart-agriculture, entertainment in-
dustry, disaster management, surveillance, smart-construction
to name a few [1]. On field deployment of these devices are
restricted by their limited battery life and requires regular
recharging or battery replacement. This task often becomes
challenging, expensive or hazardous in situations where human
intervention is next to impossible. Thus, there is a need for
extensive connectivity of IoT devices with faster data transfer
rates and enhanced battery duration. This becomes a core
design principle that researchers follow. [2].

The notion of Reconfigurable Intelligent Surface (RIS) is an
upcoming paradigm in the realm of next-generation Wireless
Communications that seeks to address the aforementioned
challenges [3]. This innovative solution offers numerous ben-
efits including enhanced spectral efficiency, improved energy
efficiency, and reduced costs [4]. The multi-element near-
passive RIS has capabilities of controlling the scattering en-
vironment in a way that the electromagnetic wave impinging

on RIS meta-material elements can be steered into desired
direction. This is done by configuring each element’s phase
shift, reflectivity, directivity, etc., with external stimuli circuit
consisting of PIN diode, FPGA, microcontroller, etc. [5], [6].

The debate between already existing relay technology and
upcoming paradigm of RIS is poised more towards the fact
that latter is a near-passive device. The RIS is unable to
amplify or decode the incoming wireless signal, but surpasses
the performance of relay in terms of preserving energy at
higher data rates [7]. Moreover, the efficacy of RIS may be
notably reduced by hardware impairments like e.g., restricted
resolution due to phase shift. To surmount such obstacles, work
in [8] suggests to utilize an hybrid relay-reflecting intelligent
surface (HR-RIS) framework that integrates active relays with
reflecting intelligent surfaces. The energy consumption in con-
figuring very large elements’ based RIS cannot be neglected
for appreciable signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) requirements [3].

An efficient green communication method is Simultaneous
Wireless Information and Power Transfer (SWIPT) which
addresses the data requirements and energy starvation of IoT
devices. SWIPT has two popular protocols, namely time-
switching (TS) and power-splitting (PS) [9], [10]. TS involves
dividing the total time-period into fractions for the SWIPT
mechanism, whereas PS involves splitting the power into
fractions for SWIPT over the entire time-period. TS favours
for simpler architecture but lower data rate, whereas PS
with complex receiver works perfectly for applications with
data, energy harvesting (EH), and delay constraints [11]. To
characterize the amount of EH at a user, several works in the
literature have assumed linear EH function, piece-wise linear
EH and constant-linear-constant (CLC) EH model [12]. Out
of which, the linear EH model lacks practical implementation
and hence a sigmoidal/logistic function based non-linear EH
(NL-EH) model was given in [13].

The dual combination of SWIPT with RIS, owing to its
near-passive nature, results in increased data transmission rates
while keeping the power consumption in check [14]. RIS
can be exploited as a NL-EH node in [15]–[17] prior to
communication. A multiuser case employing PS-SWIPT uses
piece-wise linear EH, compares active versus passive RIS in
[18] and in [19] uses linear EH with coupled RIS element’s
phase and reflection coefficient. The works in [20], [21] uses
CLC based hybrid PS-TS EH with only performance analysis.
The literature reviewed above focuses on either maximizing
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Fig. 1. System model for RIS enabled PS-SWIPT-IoT

the rate or minimizing the power consumption, using linear,
piece-wise, or CLC-based NL-EH techniques.

In this work, we aim to optimize different attainable ob-
jectives for an RIS-assisted SWIPT based IoT system, while
adhering to specific Quality-of-Service (QoS) constraints for
performance enhancement. A half-duplex (HD) communica-
tion is being considered, where an IoT node harvests energy
from the input signal. This paper makes significant contribu-
tions to bridge the gap in the literature discussed earlier, as
highlighted below:

1) Practical model: The IoT node utilizes the PS based
SWIPT protocol with logistic NL-EH model. The NL-
EH expression effectively represents the non-linear char-
acteristics of RF energy conversion circuits, and it is typ-
ically considered to remain constant across other linear
EH model variants (linear/piece-wise/CLC). PS dwells
for good performance in highly constraint environment
of IoT nodes.

2) Algorithmic insights: Using the divide-and-conquer ap-
proach, we develop an iterative algorithm to optimize the
PS ratio and transmit power, with the aim of maximizing
the rate and EH while minimizing transmission power
efficiently. Furthermore, the problems’ Lagrangian dual
are formulated, leading to the presentation of the respec-
tive dual problems. It is worth noting that dual problems
are inherently convex and can be readily solved using
conventional convex optimization approaches.

3) Numeric interpretation: Trade-offs in maximizing rate,
EH and minimizing power, due to the demands for EH
and rate are mapped. In addition, interesting aspects
involving the size of RIS, placements of BS, RIS and IoT
node are discussed and validated via graphical results.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion II portrays the system model with discussions on EH
and SWIPT protocol. The optimization problem statement is
formulated in Section III, along with designed algorithm and
its solution. Section IV presents simulation results with the
study of various affecting parameters. The paper concludes
with Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this paper, we assess a half-duplex (HD) communication
system where a single-antenna base station (BS) communi-

cates with a single-antenna IoT node user (U) through M -
reflecting elements of a single RIS. In this setup, the signal
received by the IoT node is employed for both EH and
information extraction purposes. The direct communication
path between BS and U is assumed to be obstructed due
to high rise buildings or trees. Fig. 1 shows the possible
communication path, i.e., BS → ith RIS element → U, where
i ∈ [1,M ].

The complex channel from BS to ith elements of
RIS follows complex normal distribution is given as
h̃i∼ CN (0, σ2

hi
), and from that element to U is g̃i ∼

CN (0, σ2
gi ). These channels are assumed to be iden-

tical and independently distributed (i. i.d.). It means
that channel’s mean and variance parameters are same
i.e., (σh1

=σh2
=...=σhM

=σh),(σg1=σg2=...=σgM=σg). The
path-loss model opted in Section IV is used to establish the
values of σhi

and σgi .
BS transmits signal to RIS, the received signal that reaches

U from all the RIS elements reflections, is given as

y =
√
P

(
M∑
i=1

g̃iηie
jθi h̃i

)
x+ n (1)

The polar form expression of the channel is given as h̃i =
hie

jϕi and g̃i = gie
jψi , with magnitudes of the channel coef-

ficients (hi = |h̃i| , gi = |g̃i|) following Rayleigh distribution
and ϕi, ψi ∈ [0, 2π] are phases. The ith element of RIS
steers the impinging signal with the phase of θi ∈ [0, 2π] and
reflection coefficient ηi ∈ (0, 1]. The transmitting symbol x,
where (E[|x|2] = 1), depends on the modulation scheme. BS
transmits with power P . We consider an (i. i.d.) additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) with zero mean and N2

0 variance,
given as n ∼ CN (0, N2

0 ). The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
following BS-RIS-U, at IoT node U is given as,

γu =
P

N2
0

∣∣∣∣∣
M∑
i=1

giηihie
j(θi+ϕi+ψi))

∣∣∣∣∣
2

(2)

Perfect channel state information (CSI) is assumed to be
known at both BS and U. RIS generates phase equivalent
to sum of the channel phase deviations with 180◦ shift,
i.e., (θi = −(ϕi + ψi)), and nullifies the total phase shift
(θi + ϕi + ψi = 0). Thus, SNR is reduced to

γu =
P

N2
0

∣∣∣∣∣
M∑
i=1

giηihi

∣∣∣∣∣
2

=
PY
N2

0

, (3)

where Y =

∣∣∣∣ M∑
i=1

giηihi

∣∣∣∣2 for computational ease.

A. Energy harvesting

The soul of energy harvesting (EH) circuit lies in rectenna,
which is a combination of antenna and rectifier. The EH
operation can be mathematically modeled to be linear as well
as non-linear [12]. The main idea for the passive EH circuit
is to convert RF signal into DC, via series of diodes. The
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Fig. 2. Linear and non-linear energy harvesting with energy conversion
efficiency.

operating region of diode is non-linear, which makes linear
EH model impractical (though ideal), is expressed as

Elinh = ζPY (4)

where ζ ∈ (0, 1] is the RF to electrical conversion efficiency
factor. In the linear model, EH is directly proportional to the
transmitted power P . This model works well for only constant
received power.

More practical sigmoid function/logistic based NL-EH
model has been preferred as it has the ability to effectively
represent the realistic non-linearities of RF energy conversion
within the circuit. [13]. Fig. 2 sketches the fair comparison
of linear and NL-EH. Here, the NL nature of energy con-
version efficiency is plotted, which else-wise considered as
a fixed quantity for linear EH model in (4). The sigmoid
function/logistic based NL-EH is mathematically given by [13]

ENLh =
E′

1− Φ

(
1

1 + exp(−aPY+ ab)
− Φ

)
(5)

where Φ = (1+exp(ab))−1. The EH circuit’s saturation point
is indicated by the constant E′, which represents the maximum
achievable EH . The parameters a and b relate to the circuit’s
capacitor and diode turn-on voltage, respectively. The values of
the non-varying parameters (E′, a, b) are determined through
practical analytical data analysis using a curve-fitting tool [22].

B. SWIPT protocol

This work evaluates block transmission of Ns transmitting
symbols per block from BS for time duration T = NsTs
(seconds), where Ts is the symbol period. The received signal
y is divided into two parts. A fraction of

√
βy is used for

EH, and rest part of received signal
√
1− βy is used for

information decoding (ID). Here, β represents PS factor.
NL-EH is executed with PS protocol at U during the first

phase. It is given by revising (5) [23]

Eh =
(NsTs)E

′

1− Φ

(
1

1 + exp(−βaPY+ ab)
− Φ

)
(6)

For the remainder of the received signal time-fraction,
information extraction is performed. The corresponding data
rate is given as

Ru = log2

(
1 +

(1− β)PY
N2

0

)
(7)

SNR given in (3) is modified to (1−β)PY
N2

0
.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND SOLUTION

This section provides the problem formulation related to
optimizing three objectives: rate, EH, and transmit power. The
PS ratio and transmit power’s optimal values are sought while
subject to constraints on rate, EH, transmit power and PS
factor. The combined objective is defined as

Zx(β, P )
∀x∈[l,m,n]

=


Zl(β, P ) = Ru

Zm(β, P ) = Eh

Zn(β, P ) = −P
(8)

The problem (P1) aims to maximize combined objective. It
maximizes rate, EH and minimizes transmit power (maximizes
−P ). It is defined as,

(P1): maximize
β,P

Zx ∀x ∈ [l,m, n] (9)

subject to : Ru ≥ Rth, (10)
Eh ≥ ξth, (11)
P ≤ Pmax, 0 ≤ β ≤ 1 (12)

where Rth and ξth are user demanded rate and harvested
energy respectively. Pmax transmit power upper limit. The
complexity of resolving problem (P1) arises from its non-
linear nature and its status as a coupled-integer optimization
problem, with both the objective and constraints dependent on
β and P . In relation to solve problem (P1), iterative divide-
and-conquer methodology inspired Algorithm 1 is designed,
which requires breaking down (P1) as following sub-problems.

(P1)1 : maximize
β

Zx ∀x ∈ [l,m, n] (13)

subject to : β ≥ 1

PY

(
b− lnΣ

a

)
, (14)

β ≤ 1− N2
0

PY
(2Rth − 1), (15)

0 ≤ β ≤ 1 (16)

where Σ = (1−Φ)(TE′−ξth)
ξth(1−Φ)+ΦTE′ . (14)-(16) combined makes lower

limit of β as max
(
0, 1

PY
(
b− ln Σ

a

))
and upper limit as

min
(
1, 1−N2

0

PY (2
Rth−1)

)
. The subsequent part of the problem

(P1) is expressed as

(P1)2 : maximize
P

Zx ∀x ∈ [l,m, n] (17)

subject to : P ≥ 1

βY

(
b− lnΣ

a

)
(18)

P ≥ N2
0

(1− β)Y
(2Rth − 1), (19)

P ≤ Pmax (20)



Equations (18)-(20) combined makes lower limit of P as
max

(
1
βY
(
b− ln Σ

a

)
,

N2
0

(1−β)Y (2
Rth − 1)

)
and upper limit as

Pmax.
The iterative Algorithm 1 initializes Zx ∀ x ∈ [l,m, n] i.e

(rate, EH or transmit power) in feasible range to solve (P1)1
and (P1)2, finds β∗, P ∗, and again computes Zx. If the current
value surpasses the previous value, the iteration process will
proceed until a lower value is achieved, or until the iteration
limit k′ is reached. It is enumerated as follows,

Algorithm 1 Iterative algorithm for combined objective
maximization

1: Initialize Zx ∀ x ∈ [l,m, n], with a feasible value and
k = 2.

2: REPEAT
3: Solve (P1)1 by fixing P and find β∗

4: Solve (P1)2 with β = β∗ and find P ∗

5: compute Zx(k + 1) with β∗ and P ∗ and save for next
comparison

6: if (Zx(k + 1) < Zx(k))
7: STOP
8: else return P = P ∗, k = k + 1, and Zx(k + 1)
9: UNTIL Zx(k) ≥ Zx(k − 1) is true and k ≤ k′

A. Dual function

To proceed with the aforementioned problem (P1), we
present the Lagrange dual function G(Λ) as,

G(Λ) ≜ maximize
β,P∈D

L(β, P ; Λ) (21)

The exact definition of the Lagrangian function L(.) can be
found in [24]. It is defined as follows for (21),

L(β, P ; Λ) = Zx + µ1(Ru −Rth) + µ2(Eh − ξth)

+ µ3(Pmax − P ) + µ4(1− β) (22)

where Λ=(µ1, µ2, µ3, µ4) is positive Lagrangian dual variable
of problem (P1) (9) with constraints (10)-(12). The equivalent
dual problem is compressed to,

(P2) : minimize
Λ

G(Λ) (23)

subject to : Λ ≥ 0. (24)

It is widely recognized that the dual problem is inherently
convex, thereby enabling easy solution of (P2) using stan-
dard convex optimization approaches [24]. Consequently, the
optimal PS ratio and transmit power can be obtained within
the feasible set.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

The following section focuses on assessing the effectiveness
of the proposed solutions to the given problem through simula-
tion. The proposed iterative algorithm was utilized to optimize
the rate, EH and transmit power, using MATLAB’s non-convex
program solver fmincon(·). For short range outdoor scenarios,
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Fig. 3. Convergence of rate, energy harvesting and transmit power.

the ITU-R site-general model (in dB) is used to generate
channels. It captures the path-loss, given as [25]

PL(d, f)=10λ log10(d)+β+10Γ log10(f)+N(0, σ)−10 (25)

where λ, β, σ and Γ are coefficients associated with the path-
loss variation with distance and frequency for general urban
environment. d is the separation distance between transmitter
and receiver antennas (in meters). f is the operating frequency
in GHz range, which is 0.915 GHz in present case as EH
charging is more frequent (experimental validation in [26]).
The particular values of common parameters are d = 5m,
λ = 2.12, β = 29.2,Γ = 2.11, σ = 5.06, M = 50, η = 0.75,
Ns = 1000, Ts = 1ms, E′ = 2.8mJ, a = 1500, b = 0.0022.

The absence of RIS indicated as “No RIS” in plots, is
taken as bottom line for comparison with outcomes of various
objectives and their counterpart variations. According to the
ITU-R report, various construction materials (such as concrete,
limestone, and brick walls) exhibit high radio wave reflection
losses, contingent upon their electrical characteristics and
material composition [27]. The magnitude of the reflection
coefficient at the interface between air and concrete is roughly
0.4. For the sake of comparison the absence of RIS is sim-
ulated with the reflection coefficient of 0.45 from a concrete
building wall and comparable channel gain.

Fig. 3 presents the mean convergence of the maximized
rate, EH, and minimized transmit power, respectively, for
500 iterations (only few are shown) as an evidence for the
valid operation of the algorithm proposed in Section III.
The maximized rate typically converges after roughly five
iterations, while the EH convergence requires approximately
eight iterations, and around eleven iterations are needed to
achieve the converged minimum power. For κ iterations to
converge, computation would be of the order of O

(
(KN)κ

)
,

where K and N denotes the computation parameters. Thus,
the computation time of rate, EH and power is O

(
(KN)5

)
,

O
(
(KN)8

)
and O

(
(KN)11

)
respectively.

In Fig. 4, rate is inversely proportional with demanded har-
vested energy and directly proportional to maximum transmit
power. The error plot suggests the rate tolerance to be 2 bpcu
(36.5 ± 2) for (Pmax = 5W ) and little increased from 2 to 3.3
bpcu (34.5 ± 3.3) for (Pmax = 2W ) with increased ξth (from
0.5 µJ to 2 µJ). Absence of RIS provides heavy drop in rate
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with decent EH demands. A sharp fall in rate can be observed
(26.3% decrement) for Pmax = 2W, after 1.5 µJ harvested
energy demands.

Fig. 5 shows the EH versus maximum transmit power, for
different demanded rates and RIS size. EH increases with
Pmax while decreases with Rth (also validated from Fig. 4).
Noise power is increased to study the effects of Rth, else
which remains overlapped due to constraints in (18)-(19). For
Pmax = 6W , EH increases to 82 % while doubling the number
of RIS elements from 50 to 100. The increased EH percentage
does not change drastically with increased Pmax. On the other
hand the EH reduces only by 6 % with increased rate from
1 bpcu to 10 bpcu, for M = 50, while it reduces to 3 %
for M = 100, reason being the overlapped constraints. The
bottom line “NO RIS” case gives lowest EH following the
same trend.

Fig. 6 demonstrates the minimized transmit power variation
with demanded rate (Rth) for demanded EH (ξth) and RIS
elements. Power is proportional to demands on rate and EH.
There is a trade-off for minimum power and higher data rate.
The minimum power drops to 75 % by doubling RIS elements,
while it increases by 90 % when making ξth to its 10 times (0.1
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to 1 µJ). This increment gap, however reduces with increased
data rate (after 5 bpcu). The absence of RIS is not able to
minimize the power to appreciable level. Higher RIS elements
with less data and EH needs, can minimize the power as low
as to 10−2 order.

Fig. 7 depicts transmit power versus threshold EH for
receiver-transmitter separation distance, assuming same dis-
tance d for BS-RIS and RIS-U distance. Transmit power
increases with ξth (also validated by Fig. 6) and distance.
The percentage variation of change in distance (5m to 6m)
on power is 55 % (for 0.3 µJ) which increases with varying
EH demands to 75 % (for 1.1 µJ). The “NO RIS” case follows
same pattern for distance, though it reaches as high as around
4 W for higher EH demands.

The interdependence and validation of above plots draw
trade-off between minimized power and maximized rate, EH.
It is explained as, to reduce power, EH demand has to be
lower which in turn increases the rate but not EH. Other
way round, for lower power, demanded rate has to be lower,
giving higher EH but not rate. Raising the upper limit of
the transmit power results in an increase in both EH and
data transmission rate. However, increasing RIS elements and



closer BS-RIS-U distance can help in breaking the deadlock of
maximized-minimized demands. Also, effect of rate demands
are prominent in higher noise power environments.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated the application of a RIS-
assisted half-duplex PS-SWIPT-IoT communication system
with NL-EH at the IoT-node. Our goal was to optimize the
rate, EH, and transmit power by using an iterative divide-
and-conquer algorithm, as well as by formulating appropri-
ate Lagrangian dual function for convexity. We conducted
an analysis to examine the impact of RIS size, BS-RIS-U
distance, rate, EH demands and maximum transmit power on
the rate, EH, and power. The inter-twinned dependency of
maximizing rate, EH and minimizing power, gets untangled
by having more RIS elements placed closer to the BS and
user. The system’s capabilities can be expanded by including
the hybrid TS-PS protocol for SWIPT and performing EH
at the RIS elements for multi-user and multi-RIS scenarios.
Further research is needed for breaking the ideal assumptions
for RIS analysis and considering practical phase shifts and
their reflection coefficient correlation.
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